This paper deals "with continuous representations of locally compact groups G into non-arc hi me dean Banach spaces E. In order that G has sufficiently many of such representations G must "be totally disconnected, which we assume from nov on. If G carries a K-valued Haar measure (where K is the (non-archime dean valued) scalar field) we have a 1-1 correspondence between the continuous representations of G and those of the group algebra L(G). If G is compact, then L(G) can be decomposed as a direct sum of full matrix algebras over skew fields (Theorem 2.5), which yields as a corollary that every irreductible continuous representation of G is equivalent to a minimal left ideal of L(G). Further, all continuous representations of G can be classified (Theorem 2.8). The theory for compact groups as it is given here is a generalization of the results of [2] . 'If G is locally compact and torsional (i.e., every compact set is contained in a compact subgroup) the results are satisfactory : G then has sufficiently many continuous irreductible representations ; every twosided closed ideal in L(G) is the. intersection of maximal left ideals (Theorem 3.1» and corollaries). About non-torsional G little is known.
The Banach algebra L(G).
K is a field with a (possibly trivial) non-Archimedean valuation | | such This m is a left Haar measure on G.
Let C^(G) be the K-Banach space of all continuous functions G -->K that vanish at infinity, (if G is cctopact we also call this space C(G)). More generally, for a
Banach space E, Coo(G --* E) will denote the Banach space of all continuous functions G --> E that vanish at infinity. A left Haar measure m on G induces a unique Evalued continuous linear map. f»--;^f(x)dm(x) on C^(G --^ E) for whicĥ
1 denoting the K-valued characteristic function of A. In particular (E=K)
For all f C C^(G --> E),
This integration enables us to make C^G) into a K-algebra by defining a multiplication*; for f,g C C (G), y C G : oo
In fact, it turns out that f ^ g € C (G) and || f ^ g |j $.(jf(( llslj .
Thus, C(G) actually is a Banach algebra over K. -^ is called convolution. When we view Cyr\{G) as a Banach algebra under convolution, we usually call it L(G).
Group representations 331
If For f € C (G) and a e G, define the function L f on G by
In this way we have constructed a continuous representation L of G in C (G), the regular representation.
For all f,g € C(G) we have the identity
More generally, let U be a continuous representation of G in some Banach space E. For f C L(G) and X» £ E we define
Thus, E becomes a module over the ring L(G) for which
If H £ (V is contained in this subgroup, then 11^^ ^-^11^^ * Ordering ^T in the obvious way we obtain
In particular, the VL, form a left approximate identity for L(G). Without any trouble one proves that they actually form a two-sided approximate identity.
A closed linear subspace of E 3_s. U-invariant if and only if it is a submodule of E. A continuous linear map E --» E commutes with every U if and only if it is a module homomorphism.
Conversely, a Banach L(G)-module is a Banach space E provided with a bilinear
In any continuous Banach L(G)-module E, formula (iii) defines a continuous representation U of G that fulfils (i') » • we have a one-to-one correspondence between continuous L(G)-modules and continuous representations of G.
-The structure of L(G) for compact G.
In this chapter we assume that G itself is compact and p-free. We work with the left Haar measure m for which m(G) = 1.
Let uC denote the set of all normal open subgroups of G. It was proved by
Pontryagin that every element of jf contains an element of i)T . It follows that o the u^K ^ ^ ) 'form a left approximate identity for L(G).
For any Banach space F and for n C N we consistently view F 11 as a Banach space under the max-norm :
If D is a closed linear subspace of a Banach space E, a projection of E onto D is a linear P : E --^ E for which
(1) IIP II ^ 1.
(2 P(E) C D.
The following lemma is well-known. In either case, if T is an isometry "we speak of isomorphism rather than equivalence. For every e € 6 there exists an H C cT with l|u-, X-e -e || < 1 ; then e ^ u., ^ 0.
By the minimality of e it follows that e = e ^ u,, , so
By lemma 2.1, ex L(G) is isomorphic to some K .
We need one more definition before we can formulate the structure theorem for L(G). Let (A.).^ -be a family of Banach spaces. We set li i. c> l It is now relatively easy to prove the following analog to a classical structure theorem for finite groups. yields an isomorphism of Banach L(G)-modules
Theorem. For e C & set L(G) = e ^ L(G). As a Banach space, L(G) is isoe e morphic to some K . Every L(G) is a two-sided ideal in L(G). If f C L(G)
The restriction of U to E is called the e-homogeneous -part of U.
If E = E, then U itself is called e-homogeneous. (Observe that always (E ) = E ) .
Let U be an irreducible continuous representation of G in a Banach space E. As a Banach space, I is isomorphic to (Q, ) n^e/ for some n(e) € N. It follows that L(G) (as a Banach algebra or a Banach L(G)-module) is isomor-phic to the algebra of all n(e) x n(e) matrices with entries form QC • Here the norm of a matrix is the maximum of the norms of its entries. , The representation space of an irreducible , representation of an abeli.an group may have dimension greater than 1. If K is "big enough" this cannot happen :
